Parts List:

Cylinder Safety Stand
Assembly Instructions
1
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Position upright with “This Side to
Cylinder” label facing inward, toward front
of Safety Stand.

Place Velcro ® Safety Belt on
hook with fuzzy side facing outward.
Velcro®
Safety Belt

ACCESSORIES
• Precision Plus Inflator (Conwin #83000)
Automatically inflate foil balloons to the proper pressure and
size. Features separate outlet for latex balloon inflation.

Cylinder
Support
Upright

• Tank Top Cylinder Cover (Conwin #32000)
Maintain a professional look in the store or on the job with
Conwin’s decorative cylinder cover.

Cylinder
Baseplate

• 3-Pocket Balloon Caddy (Conwin #32020)
Create an instant workstation around cylinder with Conwin’s
Balloon Caddy. Adjusts to any size cylinder and holds balloons,
ribbons, discs, balloon weights, etc. Features durable nylon
mesh pockets.

Remote Helium Set-Up with
Counter-Top Helium Outlet

Cylinder Safety Wall Bracket

Conwin’s Remote Helium Set-Up keeps
your helium out of sight in the backroom
or basement providing a clean and professional store appearance. Counter-Top
Helium Outlet can be mounted at any convenient area.

An economical solution in any work area.
Mounts to the wall and secures any
cylinder with a Velcro® saefty belt.
Conwin # 30100
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Using the wrench supplied, attach the upright
to the baseplate and
firmly tighten the bolts.

Roll the cylinder into the
safety stand until it is touching the upright supports.
Orient the cylinder valve outlet so it is facing to the left.
Place bottom Velcro® safety
belt around cylinder and
through loop. Tighten belt
securely. Repeat with top
belt. Cylinder should be very
tightly attached to stand.
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2 Velcro® Safety Belts
1 Cylinder Baseplate
1 Cylinder Support Upright
2 Bolts
1 Wrench

Galleries
...and more!

Conwin’s Masterpiece Series Videos
These exciting instructional videos
feature the industry's top balloon
artists sharing their secrets of the
trade on everything from the latest
decorating techniques to business
management and marketing skills.
Visit ConwinOnline.com to see our
complete line of educational videos.
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